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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the condition of terrain using Geographic Information System (GIS) technology to meet military requirement. Terrain analysis were introduced after selecting the study area and classified into two types of terrain analysis which is Geographical Information System (GIS) based and Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) based. The study is conducted to study and analyse the terrain area for provide information that contribute military assessment. Terrain analysis based on Geographic Information System (GIS) is conducted to acquire digital data of terrain area and analyse it with method that suits with military operation. Terrain analysis based on Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB) is also conducted to visualize terrain area and implements the military operation effectively. It was determined that GIS processor and military analyst can use result of terrain analysis based on both method and focussing on acquiring information required for constructing tactical planning. Finally, the final output which is Modified Combined Obstacle Overlay (MCOO) produced to support military operation. The final output is shown in digital presentation to replace traditional output which is used land model that built using physical features found in forest.
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